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The Netherlands would like to take this opportunity to contribute to your consultation on the
Discussion Paper on Nutrition Claims and Functional Claims (SANCO/1341/2001).

The regulation of nutrition, functional and health claims is a major area of concern for the
Netherlands. The Dutch Government aims to send a policy paper on functional foods to the Dutch
Parliament before the end of the year. In that document the issue of claims will be fully explored
and policy options will be reviewed. This DG SANCO document is timely and it is a step forward
towards a European approach on this important area.

On 2 July we have discussed the document with our national stakeholders and would like to
share our main comments with you.

Although the paper states that it does not deal explicitly with health claims, on pages 9 and 10 the
paper does cover criteria for the use of such claims. The discussion in Codex Alimentarius and in
the Council of Europe, the issue of pre-marketing approval and the mentioning of two-steps
Swedish system all seem to refer to health claims, and in particular to “disease risk reduction
claims”. This already indicates that it is difficult to separate the discussion on nutritional and
functional claims from the discussion on health claims. We therefore suggest that a next version
of the document covers the complexity of all types of claims, including health claims.

It is important to distinguish health claims from medical claims. A health claim is defined as
follows in the Dutch Commodities Act (art 19): “A direct, indirect or implied claim that a food
carries special qualities which improve or maintain the user’s health”. Health claims are allowed
under the Dutch Commodities Act, provided that they do not mislead the consumer.

According to the same Act a medical claim is: “A statement, depiction or suggestion that
attributes preventive or curative effects to a food or drink product”. The Dutch Commodities Act
prohibits such statements or depictions.

Harmonization is urgently needed for the regulation of the so-called disease risk reduction claims.
In recent Codex Alimentarius discussions the Dutch delegation has proposed to replace this term
by “disease-risk factor reduction” claims. The latter type of claim can be scientifically
substantiated, whereas “disease risk reduction” is difficult to substantiate because of the multi-
factorial diet-health relationship.
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We hope that these comments are of help for the further development of the document and look
forward to receive your proposals for a measure on this subject.

Yours sincerely,

Bas van der Heide
Policy Officer Food and Nutrition

e-mail: b.vd.heide@minvws.nl


